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Abstract 

 

The aim of this Magister Degree Project has been to investigate if can corpora be used to 

investigate patterns of lexical distribution and/or borrowing from one variety to another. 

Another aim has been to investigate how well classification of lexical items as either “British” 

or “American” supported by evidence from corpora of English. 

    In order to accomplish these aims sets of lexical items have been examined in two ways: 

first through dictionary research and “dictionary dating”, and second through the use of such 

English corpora as the British National Corpus (BNC), the United Kingdom Web Archiving 

Consortium (ukWaC), and the TIME Corpus of American English. The results of this research 

suggest that the simplistic labelling of certain items as “American” versus “British” is 

sometimes misleading, and that corpus investigations on their own, though useful, may not be 

entirely sufficient in this context. 
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1. Introduction 

It is widely believed that the American variety of English is currently spreading throughout 

the world like wildfire. Is this true, and if so can it be verified? One way of investigating this 

supposed phenomenon is by examining lexical frequencies by means of corpus investigation. 

This Magister project sets out to investigate whether there is corpus evidence that lexical 

items labelled as “Americanisms” are now widely used in the British variety of English. 

Modiano (1996, etc.) has offered examples in his articles of sets of lexical items that he 

claims are “American” versus “British” in identification. By investigating the frequency of 

these lexical items in three different corpora, I aim to ascertain if there is corpus evidence that 

verifies his claims, as well as evaluating the usefulness of corpus investigation in examining 

patterns of lexical frequency across varieties of English. In addition, I have also employed 

dictionary research to illuminate the issue of whether certain lexical items may be said to be 

either “American” or “British”, according to the relevant dictionary evidence. 

 

2. Review of the literature 

In order to explore whether and to what extent American lexical items are being imported into 

British English it is necessary to review the academic literature that deals with this subject. 

There are several works that define and describe the lexis, grammar and pronunciation of 

different regional varieties of the English language, and a number of these are reviewed 

below. The literature also deals with how and why language change takes place. In order to 

attempt to understand how lexical items from one variety of English are being imported into 

another variety, one must first try to understand the processes of language change. 

 
2.1. Bauer (1994), Watching English change: an introduction to the study of linguistic 

change in standard Englishes in the twentieth century 

One aim of Bauer’s (1994) book is to describe how language change is an ongoing process 

that is proceeding unceasingly. In this context, he accepts a notion of Standard English but 

argues that the features of this standard continuously change, although usually quite slowly. 

Bauer also acknowledges that several different standards of English exist, and that these may 

be both regional and social. Bauer mainly examines two varieties of what he considers to be 

Standard English in this book: British English (BrE) and American English (AmE).  

   Bauer argues that all living languages change, but they do not change at the same rate. To 

more accurately describe what is taking place Bauer borrows a term from Labov called “the 
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uniformitarian principle”. Bauer cites Labov’s explanation of the uniformitarian principle as 

follows:  

We posit that the forces operating to produce linguistic change today are of the same magnitude as those 
which operated in the past five or ten thousand years. […] There are certainly new factors emerging, with 
the growth of literacy, the convergence of widespread languages, and the development of scientific 
vocabulary. Yet these represent minor interventions in the structure of languages. If there are relatively 
constant, day-to-day effects of social interaction upon grammar and phonology, the uniformitarian 
principle asserts that these influences continue to operate today in the same way that they have in the past. 
(Labov, 1972: 275)  

 
Bauer gives radio and television as an example of recently-emergent factors that have 

influenced language change, but he also acknowledges Peter Trudgill’s argument that the 

effect of the media should not be exaggerated. Following Trudgill, Bauer further explains that 

it is human interaction which normally leads to change in a linguistic system, and, since one 

does not normally interact with electronic media, its influence should not be overrated.  

   Bauer himself describes his book as a demonstration of the uniformitarian principle by 

reporting change in the standard varieties in English, and further claims that his book could be 

read as an essay in methodology. Bauer primarily gathers his data from printed sources and he 

describes how analysts easily can be overwhelmed by the available amount of data since 

publishing has increased so much in the past century. Bauer also states that a secondary 

purpose of his book is to reject and disprove the notion that Modern English is a homogenous 

entity. When Bauer examines variation between different lexical items in different standard 

variants of English he makes the following observation:  

 
It should be noted that variation in itself does not necessarily imply change, but that change is impossible 
without variation. This means that variation can be taken as a clue where there might be current change, 
but cannot be assumed to prove that a change is in progress. (Bauer, 1994: 20) 

 
 

Bauer goes on to argue that one can observe change by observing variation, and that changing 

patterns of variation show the progress of a particular language change in a community. Bauer 

strongly emphasises that “an observation of a change in progress is not sufficient basis for 

making a prediction about the outcome of the change” (Bauer, 1994: 25). 

   Bauer’s attitude towards change in vocabulary, i.e. lexical change, is that it is unsystematic 

in its very nature, and that a major problem in studies of lexical change is identifying 

generalities and finding reproducible results. Bauer explains that lexical change often has its 

roots in changes in society (Bauer, 1994: 31). When Bauer examines lexical change he 

investigates two dimensions of each lexical item under scrutiny, these are (i) What is the 

source of the lexical item in question? Was the word coined from an English source or 
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borrowed from a foreign language? and (ii) What type of word formation was used if the 

word was coined from an English source (Bauer, 1994: 33)? These two dimensions will be 

examined throughout this essay, notably when the actual corpus investigation is executed. 

 

2.2. Trudgill and Hannah (1996), International English. A guide to the varieties of 

standard English 

Trudgill and Hannah explore the notion of Standard English, which they describe as the 

variety of English which is “normally employed in writing and speech” (Trudgill and Hannah, 

1996: 1). Like Bauer, the authors identify two major categories of Standard English: British 

English (BrE) and American English (AmE). The authors reason that it is important to focus 

on these two categories as these are the varieties of English that are normally taught to 

students of English as Foreign or Second Language (EFL/ESL). The aim of their book is to 

aid both students and teachers of English to recognize and cope with the differences among 

the standard varieties of English by covering and explaining differences at the levels of 

phonetics, phonology, grammar and vocabulary (Trudgill, 1996: 3).  

   Trudgill and Hannah further discuss how both British and American English is being taught 

at the universities in Europe, and how most European universities accept either variety as long 

as the students are consistent in employing one of the two varieties. Trudgill and Hannah 

believe that a mix between British and American English is unavoidable for a student of 

English as Foreign or Second Language, and there is nothing reprehensible about such a 

mixture (Trudgill and Hannah, 1996: 3). Trudgill and Hannah admit that such a mixture of 

different varieties of English might create problem for both students and teachers, so they 

point out that it is very important all the same to be aware of the features and differences of 

each variety/category of English.  

   In their book, Trudgill and Hannah give a detailed account of similarities and differences in 

pronunciation, phonology and grammar of different varieties of English, where British and 

American English are often contrasted with one another. Trudgill and Hannah describe how 

differences in lexis between British and American English are due to several factors. They 

describe how the need for naming new objects and experiences in America has created a new 

vocabulary, how different types of cultural and technological developments which have 

occurred since the divergence of the two varieties also caused difference in the vocabularies 

and how borrowings from different types of languages have added words into one variety but 

not the other (Trudgill and Hannah, 1996: 88). But Trudgill and Hannah also suggest that 

independent linguistic change may be the cause of some differences, noting that “[o]ne 
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variety may preserve archaisms which the other has lost, or may introduce new meanings for 

old words which the other has not introduced” (88). They also describe how words that are 

used in one variety often are borrowed into the other, where the highest proportion of 

borrowings is from AmE into BrE.  

They have created four main categories for dealing with differences in vocabulary:  

 

1. Same word, different meaning. 

2. Same word, additional meaning in one variety. 

3. Same word, difference in style, connotation, frequency of use. 

4. Same concept or item different word.  

 

Trudgill and Hannah finally give what they call “brief and arbitrary” selection of words that 

they describe as having different meaning in particular semantic spheres. They describe how: 

 
some words, while identical in one semantic sphere or part of speech can be different in another: e.g. both 
varieties use the words hood and bonnet to refer to two distinct types of head covering, but when referring 
to the covering of a car engine, USEng uses hood and EngEng uses bonnet. (Trudgill and Hannah, 1996: 
92) 

 
The above categories can be very useful when one examines the relationship between lexical 

items in American and British English, and are probably helpful to remember when 

conducting a linguistic investigation of lexis.  

 

2.3. Tottie (2002), An Introduction to American English 

Gunnel Tottie wrote “An Introduction to American English” (2002) in order to provide an 

introduction to American English on its own terms. The purpose of this work is to give the 

historical background and the typical features of the English spoken in the United States to 

students of the English language. The first half of the book presents a history of the United 

States and a detailed description of its institutions and some parts of its everyday life. The 

second part of the book is of more interest to this Magister Degree project since it defines and 

describes American English vocabulary, metaphors and grammar.  

   When Tottie examines what constitutes American English she begins by explaining what 

she means with an “Americanism”. She quotes the definition for “Americanisms” from the 

American clergyman John Witherspoon: 

 
Americanisms, by which I understand an use of phrases or terms, or a construction of sentences, even 
among persons of rank and education, different from the use of the same terms or phrases, or the 
construction of similar sentences, in Great Britain. (Witherspoon, 1781, cited in Tottie, 2002: 94) 
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Tottie then proceeds to explain that the main problem with the notion of “Americanisms” is 

that the lexical items typically identified as Americanisms may be very quickly exported to 

other varieties of English (especially British English) which in turn quickly incorporate them 

into their own lexis, thus rendering the term “Americanism” obsolete for the lexical item in 

question, since it now is in use in the other variety. 

   Tottie urges the student of American English to both consult dictionaries and corpora when 

attempting to establish if a lexical item is an Americanism or not. Tottie points out that the 

frequency of use of a lexical item is almost equally important as its origin when examining 

which variety a lexical item belongs to. She advises the student to use both dictionaries and 

corpora when conducting a study of lexical items in this context. Tottie further underlines this 

point by stating that:  

 

What is especially useful about corpora is that they can tell us exactly how typical or frequent a particular 

word or meaning is in a given sample of either variety, which is something dictionaries rarely do. (Tottie, 

2002: 97) 

 

The next step when conducting a study of lexical items is, according to Tottie, to create a 

“typology of differences” (Tottie, 2002: 100), that can either be based on a classification that 

is form-based or a classification based on semantic categories. Tottie herself has created a 

form-based classification that has four types, which is constituted by the following: 

 

Type 1: Words with the same basic meaning in British American English but with differences in style, 

connotation, or frequency. Tottie gives vacation/holiday and maybe/ perhaps as examples of this type.  

Type 2: Words that share a basic meaning but which have developed additional meanings in one or both 

varieties. Tottie gives bathroom and tube as examples of this type. 

Type 3: Words that used to have a common meaning but which now have a different meaning in the two 

varieties. Tottie gives subway and pavement as examples of this type. 

Type 4: Words, collocations and idioms that are used only or predominantly in one variety. Tottie points 

out that this group has several subclasses but she gives truck/lorry as typical example belonging to this 

type. (Tottie, 2002: 100-102) 

 

   Tottie also presents a classification that is based on semantic categories which she divides 

into to two subgroups: 

 

Group 1: Phenomena or concepts that exist in both America and Britain but where different words are 

used. Here Tottie again give truck/lorry as a typical example belonging to this group. 
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Group 2: Phenomena or concepts that exist only on either side of the Atlantic such as certain flora and 

fauna or certain phenomena in society. Tottie give poison ivy and the surgeon general as examples here. 

(Tottie, 2002: 103) 

 

2.4. Algeo (2006), British or American English? : a handbook of word and grammar 

patterns 

The focus of John Algeo’s study is how contemporary British English is different from 

American English. Algeo has centred his study on British and American English since he 

considers these two varieties to be spoken by most native speakers in the world and he, like 

Trudgill, takes into consideration the fact that that these two varieties of English are 

traditionally taught to foreign learners of English. Algeo further explains that: 

 
This study takes American as its basis and describes British in relation to that basis. The reason 
for this approach is that American has more native speakers than British and is rapidly becoming 
the dominant form of English in non-native countries other perhaps than those of Western 
Europe. (Algeo, 2006: 1) 
 

Algeo explains how he is employing corpora to identify lexical and grammatical differences 

in British and American English. He also attempts to establish the relative frequency of 

certain grammatical features and lexical items that are specific to each variety. The purpose of 

this is to identify and compare the differences in the two varieties. Algeo provides long lists of 

examples that he found in different corpora, which illustrate how certain lexical items are 

employed in different contexts and situations, and how the grammar of British English is used 

in a different manner to its American counterpart.  

   Algeo also used the so-called “dictionary dating” technique to find where an English lexical 

item first appeared. Dictionaries simply list where and when they first found an occurrence of 

a specific lexical item and labels it as originating from this fist recorded occurrence, and in 

most cases also provide relevant citations of use. Algeo principally employs three dictionaries 

to identify where and when a lexical item first appeared: Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate 

Dictionary for lexical items originating from America, and The New Oxford Dictionary of 

English or The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) for lexical items originating from the 

British Isles.  

   Algeo is acutely aware that it can be problematic to compare lexical and grammatical 

differences between British and American English. He points out on several occasions that 

such differences are not stable since the two varieties of English constantly influence each 

other. Algeo is also aware that the categorization of lexical items from one of the two varieties 

as either “British” or “American” can be misleading. Algeo elaborates on this as follows: 
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When a use is said to be British, that statement does not necessarily mean that it is the only or 
even the main British use or that the use does not occur in American also, but only that the use is 
attested in British sources and is more typical of British than of American English. (Algeo, 
2006: 2) 
 

What Algeo means in the above quotation is that many lexical items exist in both varieties, 

and that how often a word is used in a variety should also be taken into account when one 

evaluates the status of a lexical item as belonging to a specific variety. Algeo makes a point of 

using corpora for investigating the relative frequency of how often a lexical item is appearing 

in either variety. The corpus that is the main source for Algeo’s investigation is the 

Cambridge International Corpus (CIC).  

   It is the method that Algeo is employing in his study that is of central relevance for this 

essay. Algeo has consistently applied the following procedure for examining the differences 

between British and American English. When Algeo examined differences in lexis and 

grammar he investigated two dimensions of each actual item of investigation: (i) The origin of 

each lexical item is checked in a major dictionary of the English language; (ii) after a definite 

origin of a lexical item has been established, its frequency is investigated in a national specific 

corpus. This method will be employed in this essay, although here my purpose will not be to 

identify differences, but rather to investigate if there is any evidence from corpora that 

American lexical items are being imported into British English.  

 

2.5. Modiano (1996, 1997, 2002) 

Marko Modiano has written a series of articles that discuss how American lexical items have 

been borrowed into the English that is spoken and understood in Europe, and particularly in 

Sweden. He further claims that a mixing of American and British lexical items in Sweden has 

given rise to an English variety called “Mid-Atlantic English”. Throughout these related 

articles Modiano employs examples of American lexical items that he is claiming are more 

easily understood or used by Swedish students than their British counterparts. Modiano 

furthermore implies that these American lexical items are beginning to replace their British 

counterparts in the Swedish context.  

   Modiano often makes his argument by contrasting an American lexical item with its British 

counterpart. He then proceeds to discuss what semantic variation in meaning the two lexical 

items can have, and which problems that can arise when a European tries to decipher the 

sometimes opaque British lexical items. Modiano suggests that lexical items such as lorry, 

abattoir, zebra crossing, bloke, bob, petrol, saloon, bonnet, dual carriageway, return ticket, 
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through ticket, rubber, pudding, sweets, solicitor, bathing suit, biscuit, chemist, Father 

Christmas and cinema could be daunting for Europeans who have English as a second 

language. 

   One problem with this method is that several of the American lexical items Modiano 

chooses to discuss hardly seem exclusively “American”. Modiano also claims that “[t]here is 

substantial evidence that people in Britain are borrowing American lexical items, as well as 

adopting AmE spelling conventions.” (Modiano, 1996: 207). However, somewhat 

incongruously, this claim seems to be based on the work of Peters and Fee (1989), who 

published an article that examined the use of American lexical items in Canada and Australia, 

not the English spoken in Britain and Europe.  

   In his article “The Americanization of Euro-English” (Modiano, 1996); Modiano makes the 

claim that there is substantial evidence that British English is currently importing many 

lexical items from American English. In addition he asserts that “the mixing of AmE and BrE 

is already commonplace, not only among second language speakers, but also among many 

native speakers in the UK” (Modiano, 1996: 208). He further argues that British English 

should be abandoned as teaching norm in Europe in favour of his Mid-Atlantic variety, since 

British lexical items are harder to comprehend for non-native English speakers, and that 

Europeans as a group are mixing American and British lexical items.  Modiano offers fifteen 

sets of lexical items that consist of British lexical items and, what he claims is, their American 

equivalent in order to illustrate his argument.  

   In a following article, entitled “The emergence of Mid-Atlantic English in the European 

Union” (1997), Modiano argues that neither AmE nor BrE should be promoted as a norm for 

teaching English as a second language in the European Union. He repeats the claim that an 

Americanization of British English is currently taking place and that: 

 
Since World War II, and to a greater extent since the 1970s, the influence which AmE exerts on BrE is on 
the increase. While it does not threaten the existence of BrE, it signifies the direction in which the 
language is moving. (Modiano, 1998: 243) 

 

As evidence for this claim, Modiano refers to his earlier article from 1996, and discusses how 

American technical terms are making its appearance in Britain and how the American lexical 

item lawyer is more easily understood by Europeans than its British counterpart solicitor (thus 

implying that the lexical item lawyer is of American origin, which it in fact is not).  

   In his following article “Swedish Upper Secondary School Students and their Attitudes 

towards AmE, BrE, and Mid-Atlantic English” (2002), Modiano investigates the knowledge 
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and attitudes of Swedish high school students towards different varieties of English. This is 

done by examining the lexical knowledge of the students. This was done by asking students in 

Sweden to translate certain Swedish lexical items into English and judging their responses as 

either “British” or “American”.  In some cases, the lexical items that the student where asked 

to translate are the same ones that Modiano used to exemplify American and British variants 

in the previous discussed articles from 1996 and 1998, although a number of other lexical 

items were also included. 

    

2.6 Statement of research issues 

After reviewing the literature (as set out above), I decided that two major questions warranted 

further investigation. The research questions that are investigated in this essay may be 

specified as follows: 

 

(i) To what extent is Modiano’s classification of lexical items as either “British” or 

“American” supported by evidence from contemporary corpora of English?  

(ii)  In what ways can corpora be used to investigate patterns of lexical distribution 

and/or borrowing from one variety to another? 

 

3. Methodology 

The methods employed in this essay have been inspired by the work of Trudgill and Hannah 

(1994), Tottie (2002) and Algeo (2006). In order to judge whether a lexical item is a genuine 

“Americanism” I will follow Algeo’s recipe by first ascertaining the origin of each lexical 

item in a major dictionary of the English language, and then investigate its frequency using a 

national specific corpus of English. The corpora that I have used for this purpose are The 

British National Corpus (henceforth referred to as BNC) that contain roughly 100 million 

words, and The United Kingdom Web Archiving Consortium (henceforth referred to as 

ukWaC) that contains around 2 billion words, and The TIME Corpus of American English 

(henceforth referred to as TCAE) that contain a 100 million words. I shall ascertain the origin 

and the dating of each word by consulting the Oxford English Dictionary. The result of this 

inquiry is presented in Appendix A. 

It is also important to be aware of how one defines a lexical item as “American” or 

“British”. Tottie used the work of Trudgill & Hannah as a theoretical framework for her 

investigation of the differences between American and British. She agrees with Trudgill & 

Hannah that: 
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the differences that are easiest to describe are the ones that are of a categorical nature, i.e. the kind where 
either variety systematically uses or does not use a particular form or has a particular meaning for a 
certain expression” (Tottie, 2002: 37).  
 

Secondly, my research also examines the lexical items that Modiano has employed as 

examples of British and American English in the above mentioned corpora of English. In the 

articles that have been reviewed in the section 2.5, Modiano presents a total of twenty four 

sets of lexical items that are given as examples of an American and a British variant of the 

same concept. The frequency of these lexical items will now be examined in the BNC and 

ukWaC corpora. The result of this corpus investigation is presented in Appendix B. 

   The frequency of each lexical item in these corpora can indicate how commonly they are 

used in Britain. If an “American” variant of a lexical item is more frequent in a corpus than its 

British counterpart, it could indicate that this lexical item has been imported into the British 

vocabulary.  

 

4. Data presentation and analysis for research issue (i) 

The twenty four sets of lexical items that Modiano used in his articles as examples of British 

and American lexical items is the basis for the dictionary and corpus investigation of the 

Magister Degree project. The sets of lexical items that have been investigated in the various 

corpora are the following: 

Set 1. lorry versus truck 
Set 2.  abattoir versus slaughterhouse 
Set 3.  zebra crossing versus crosswalk 
Set 4.  bloke versus fellow 
Set 5.  bob versus shilling 
Set 6.  petrol versus gasoline  
Set 7.  saloon versus sedan 
Set 8.  bonnet versus hood 
Set 9.  boot versus trunk 
Set 10.  dual carriageway versus highway 
Set 11.  return ticket versus round-trip ticket 
Set 12.  through ticket versus transfer ticket 
Set 13.  rubber versus eraser 
Set 14.  pudding versus dessert 
Set 15.  sweets versus candy 
Set 16.  solicitor versus lawyer  
Set 17.  aeroplane versus airplane 
Set 18.  bathing suit versus swimming suit 
Set 19.  biscuit versus cookie 
Set 20.  chemist versus drug store  
Set 21.  Father Christmas versus Santa Claus 
Set 22.  cinema versus movie theatre  
Set 23.  crisps versus chips  
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Set 24  autumn versus fall 
 
4.1 Dictionary research  

In order to establish when (and where) each lexical item Modiano employs as examples in his 

articles first came into use, I will follow the advice of Algeo and check the dating of each 

lexical item in a major dictionary of the English language. The lexical items will be 

investigated in the online version of the Oxford English Dictionary and the American 

Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. The Oxford English Dictionary is listing the 

etymology, semantic meaning and a reference to the date and location where each lexical item 

has been found in a written source. So by employing these dictionaries I will establish where 

each specific lexical item is first found, and then label it as geographically originating from 

the location of the first recorded occurrence of the dictionary. 

   The result of the dictionary research of the Oxford English Dictionary is presented in 

Appendix A. Twelve out the twenty four lexical items that Modiano labelled as being of 

American origin actually first appeared in a written source in the United States and can thus 

be called “Americanisms” without controversy. These are gasoline, sedan, round-trip ticket, 

transfer ticket, eraser, candy, airplane, swimming suit, cookie, drug store, Santa Claus and 

movie theatre. 

   However, the remaining twelve lexical items that Modiano labelled as American actually 

have their first citations in British sources according to the Oxford English Dictionary and are 

therefore more problematic. These are truck, slaughterhouse, crosswalk, fellow, shilling, 

hood, trunk, highway, dessert, lawyer, chips and fall. With reference to these latter twelve 

items, there is no indication that these ever ceased to be used in Britain, since the Oxford 

English Dictionary provides examples of British written sources up to today in ten out of the 

twelve cases (the OED lists chips and fall as rarely being used today in Britain). These 

findings indicate that it is simplistic at best to label these items as pure “Americanisms”. 

These twelve lexical items might rather be regarded as having a “mixed identity”, since they 

are more frequent in American English than their British counterparts, but actually occur in 

both varieties.  

   The 12 lexical items that can be confirmed as authentic “Americanisms” by the Oxford 

English Dictionary are the following: gasoline, sedan, round-trip ticket, transfer ticket, 

eraser, candy, airplane, swimming suit, cookie, drug store, Santa Claus and movie theatre. I 

might also mention that “through ticket” from set 12 was mis-labelled as being of British 

origin by Modiano, when it is in fact, as OED shows, of American origin. 
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   The lexical items that appear most in the two British corpora (between 30 and 40 percent) 

are the four following: (i) Santa Claus which is first found in a New York newspaper 1773; 

(ii) airplane which first appears 1868 in the US and subsequently became the standard U.S. 

term (replacing aeroplane) after it was adopted by the National Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics in 1916 (Although A. Lloyd Jones recommended its adoption by the BBC in 

1928, it has until recently been no more than an occasional form in British English, according 

to the Oxford English Dictionary); (iii) candy which refers to a sweet confection is first found 

in the writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson 1870 (the earlier findings from 1600 denote a 

specific sugar concoction), and (iv) swimming suit which is first found in the US 1926 in 

Ernest Hemingway’s Sun also Rises. (The lexical item cookie also appears with a high 

frequency in ukWaC corpora but is there referring almost exclusively to a computer 

component not the type of cake.)  

   The date when a lexical item entered the English language does not seem to be an important 

factor influencing the point in time when a lexical item has been borrowed into the British 

variety of English from the American variety, since the four lexical items above appear to 

have been imported into British English during different time periods, ranging over some 200 

years. The remaining 8 lexical items that can be regarded uncontroversially as 

“Americanisms” appear in the two British corpora with such low frequencies that they hardly 

can be said to have been imported into the British variety of the English language. 

   The next step in dictionary research is to investigate each lexical item in a national specific 

dictionary of English. This is done to identify the differences in how each lexical item is 

described in of the two varieties of English, which in turn leads to an understanding of the 

differences in meaning the lexical item might have in each variety of English. I am here only 

investigating Modiano’s rather restricted meaning of each lexical item in question. For 

instance, many vehicles such as fork-lifts and pick-ups are referred to as trucks, which leads 

to the inference that many lexical items (such as truck) have a far wider meaning than the 

restricted one Modiano is attributing them.  

The two dictionaries that have been used for this purpose are the Oxford English Dictionary 

for the British variety of English and the American Heritage Dictionary of the English 

Language for the American variety of English. The findings of this dictionary investigation 

are presented in Appendix D. It should perhaps also be pointed out that some of these lexical 

pairs, such as fellow versus bloke, seem very ill-adapted for comparison with each other 

   The evidence gathered in Appendix D could indicate that the differences in meanings of a 

number of lexical items are considerably more significant than Modiano suggests in his 
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articles. One problem is that the discussion in several of Modiano’s articles gives the 

impression that the lexemes of each of the lexical sets are interchangeable and have an almost 

identical meaning. The dictionary evidence can sometimes be said to support this notion, but 

in several occasions it does not. In several cases a lexical item in question has a different 

meaning in the British and American dictionaries. For instance, set 16 solicitor versus lawyer 

is problematic since solicitor is listed as “one properly qualified and formally admitted to 

practise as a law-agent in any court; formerly, one practising in a court of equity, as 

distinguished from an attorney” in the Oxford English Dictionary and as “one that solicits, 

especially one that seeks trade or contributions” in the American Heritage Dictionary of the 

English Language. The difference in meaning is significant in this case and therefore 

highlights the problems of using a lexical item from one variety of English and assuming that 

it has the same meaning in another variety of English. In the case of lexical set 14 pudding 

versus dessert, pudding is listed as “a sweet or savoury dish made with flour, milk, etc” in the 

Oxford English Dictionary and as “a. A sweet dessert, usually containing flour or a cereal 

product, that has been boiled, steamed, or baked. b. A mixture with a soft, pudding-like 

consistency” in the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. The difference is 

subtle but might still cause confusion if used carelessly in either variety of English. In some 

cases, though, such as set 7 saloon versus sedan and set 8 bonnet versus hood the listed 

meaning in each dictionary entry is similar enough that one probably can use each lexeme 

more or less interchangeable.   

    

4.2 Frequency and typology of differences 

In this section of the analysis I have followed the advice of Gunnel Tottie and have 

investigated the frequency of all the lexical items Marko Modiano employed as examples in 

the British variety of English. This is executed by investigating the frequency of each lexical 

item in both the BNC and the ukWaC corpora. The result of this inquiry is presented in 

Appendix B. Tottie continues, however, by stating “many differences between American and 

British English are not categorical but a matter of degree” (Tottie, 2002: 37). It is of 

paramount importance, according to her, to realize “that two or more variant forms or 

meanings may occur in both varieties but with different frequencies, in different contexts, and 

in different collocations” (Tottie, 2002:38) when investigating how American and British 

lexical items interact with each other.  

 

4.2.1 Frequency 
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After compiling the data gathered in Appendix B it becomes apparent that the British variants 

of the lexical items are much more frequent than their American counterparts in the two 

British Corpora. In some cases, such as the lorry /truck set it is undeniable that the American 

variant of the lexical item is more frequent than the British one, but truck can hardly be 

claimed to be simply an “Americanism” since it first appeared in Britain (as shown in 

Appendix A) and has never gone out of use there. By contrast, none of the twelve lexical 

items that can firmly be established as of American origin (by means of dictionary dating, 

again see Appendix A) is appearing more frequent in the two British corpora than their 

respective British counterparts.  

   In fact, a majority of the twelve lexical items that one can regard as “Americanisms” appear 

very rarely in the two corpora. For instance, both round-trip ticket and transfer ticket are 

almost non-existent in the two corpora. I might also point out that in at least two instances, 

concerning lexical set 3 zebra crossing versus crosswalk and lexical set 22 cinema versus 

movie theatre, that the corpus evidence in Appendix B does not support Modiano’s 

classification. In the case of set 3 zebra crossing versus crosswalk, the instances of the British 

lexical item zebra crossing constitutes 98 % of the findings in the BNC and 86 % of the 

findings in ukWaC, and the lexical item that Modiano offers as American is only found 2 % 

and 14 % in the respective corpora. One might argue that, since the percentage is larger in the 

latter ukWaC than in BNC, the use of crosswalk could be seen as increasing in Britain, but 

this seems doubtful since the percentage of crosswalk is still rather insignificant compared to 

zebra crossing. In the case of the lexical set 22 cinema versus movie theatre, the situation is 

rather clear.  Cinema constitutes 99 % of the findings in both corpora and movie theatre is 

only found in 1 % of the cases, which lead to the inference that there is no corpus evidence 

that movie theatre is in the process of being borrowed into the British variety of English, 

contrary to Modiano’s claim.  

   However, it can also be established, by comparing the findings in the BNC with the findings 

in the ukWaC corpus, that the frequencies of certain American lexical items appear to be 

increasing. This can be ascertained since the BNC is more than ten years older than the 

ukWaC corpus. For instance, when examining the four most frequent Americanisms (Santa 

Claus, airplane, candy and swimming suit), it is revealed that at least three are more frequent 

in the later ukWaC corpus than the earlier BNC. Santa Claus has a 36 percent frequency in 

the BNC and 46 percent frequency in the ukWaC corpus, airplane has an 11 percent 

frequency in the BNC and 41 percent frequency in the ukWaC corpus and swimming suit has 

a 19 percent frequency in the BNC and 31 percent frequency in the ukWaC corpus. These 
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numbers seem to indicate that these three Americanisms actually are gaining currency in the 

British variety of English and that their use is increasing. Despite this, no support is found in 

the corpora for the claim that the lexical item Modiano labelled as Americanisms are being 

imported into British English as a group. These results, moreover, suggest a far more nuanced 

and complex picture than that presented by Modiano in his various discussions of the subject. 

   After investigating the frequency of the twenty four lexical items presented in section 4, it 

became clear that there was a problem with the disambiguation of eight of these lexical sets: 

set 5 bob versus shilling, set 7 saloon versus sedan, set 8 bonnet versus hood, set 9 boot 

versus trunk, set 13 rubber versus eraser, set 20 chemist versus drug store, set 23 crisps 

versus chips and set 24 autumn versus fall. For instance, the problem of set 5 bob versus 

shilling is that bob is found to refer to the short form of the name Robert rather than slang for 

money, more often than not in the corpora. Similarly, in set 7 saloon versus sedan, saloon 

often refers to a bar and not a car part, and so on. With all these six lexical sets the 

disambiguation becomes too great for the frequency investigation to become convincing in 

their cases. It is therefore best to exclude these eight lexical sets from the part of the linguistic 

investigation that involves corpus frequency.  

 

4.2.2 Typology of differences 

I now proceed to implement Tottie’s next suggestion, that of creating a “typology of 

differences” (Tottie, 2002: 100). I began by classifying Modiano’s twenty four lexical sets 

according to Tottie’s four form-based categories. Ten out of twenty four of Modiano’s lexical 

items are found in Tottie’s first type: (i) words with the same basic meaning in British 

American English but with differences in style, connotation, or frequency.  They are the 

following: zebra crossing versus crosswalk, petrol versus gasoline, rubber versus eraser, 

pudding versus dessert, sweets versus candy, aeroplane versus airplane, bathing suit versus 

swimming suit, biscuit versus cookie, cinema versus movie theatre and Father Christmas 

versus Santa Claus. It is noteworthy that seven out of these ten can be confirmed as 

“Americanisms” by means of dictionary dating, and that all the four most frequent 

“Americanisms” (Santa Claus, airplane, candy and swimming suit) are found in this group. 

This could indicate that lexical items belonging to this group are being borrowed into the 

British variety of English to a higher degree than lexical items that belong to the other three of 

Tottie’s form-based categories.  

   Nine out of the twenty four lexical items are found in Tottie’s second type: (ii) words that 

share a basic meaning but which have developed additional meanings in one or both 
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varieties. They are the following: bob versus shilling, lawyer versus solicitor, dual 

carriageway versus highway, bloke versus fellow, boot versus trunk, bonnet versus hood, 

saloon versus sedan, crisps versus chips and autumn versus fall. It is difficult to label the 

lexical items that are appearing in this group exclusively as pure “Americanisms” since they 

all originate from Britain, according to the Oxford English Dictionary and have shown no 

indication of going out of use there since they entered the English language. It cannot 

therefore be established if the lexical items of this group is being imported into the British 

variety of English, since the lexical items is of mixed origin at best, if not British. It is also 

difficult to investigate the corpus frequency of several of these lexical items due the problem 

of disambiguation (see the end of section 4.2.1) that concerns several of the lexical items that 

are found in this group. 

   None of the lexical items that were investigated in this investigation fit into Tottie’s third 

type: (iii) words that used to have a common meaning but which now have a different 

meaning in the two varieties. This group will therefore for obvious reasons be ignored in this 

linguistic investigation. 

   Five out of twenty four of Modiano’s lexical items are found in Tottie’s fourth type: (iv) 

words, collocations and idioms that are used only or predominantly in one variety. They are 

the following: lorry versus truck, return ticket versus round-trip ticket, through ticket, versus 

transfer ticket, chemist versus drug store and abattoir versus slaughterhouse. Three out of 

these five lexical items can actually be confirmed as “Americanisms” by means of dictionary 

dating (round-trip ticket, transfer ticket and drug store), but they only appear in the two 

corpora with extreme rarity. This could indicate that these lexical items are being used in the 

British variety of English, but with extremely low frequency. There is also the problem of 

disambiguation concerning chemist versus drug store. 

   One inference from the above results is that Type (i) words, i.e. lexical items belonging to 

the type constituted by words with the same basic meaning in British American English but 

with differences in style, connotation, or frequency, are being “imported” to a greater degree 

than lexical items belonging to the other three groups.  

   Tottie’s second classification of lexical items that is based on semantic categories will not 

be employed in this discussion since all of the twenty four lexical sets belong to the first of 

two groups: phenomena or concepts that exist in both America and Britain but where different 

words are used. Since none of the lexical items belong to the second group: “phenomena or 

concepts that exist only on either side of the Atlantic such as certain flora and fauna or certain 

phenomena in society”, a comparison becomes pointless. 
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4.3. Etymology and word formation  

Following Bauer (1994), I also decided to investigate the source of the lexical items cited by 

Modiano. This was performed by examining the etymology of the twenty four pairs of lexical 

items that Modiano employs in his articles. The etymology of each lexical item has been 

found in the Oxford Dictionary of English. The problem with investigating etymology in this 

context is that the roots of the lexical items are referring to other concepts than today.  

   I found that the majority (thirteen out of twenty four) of the words Modiano lists as 

examples of British lexical items are based on words that have French origin: lorry, abattoir, 

petrol, saloon, bonnet, return ticket, pudding, aeroplane, biscuit, chemist, cinema, crisps and 

autumn. A second group of words (seven out of twenty four) are based on words that have 

Old English roots: boot, through ticket, sweets, lawyer, bathing suit, Father Christmas, and 

rubber, while the remaining four lexical items that Modiano lists as typically British are based 

on words of Latin (dual carriageway), mixed/Congolese (zebra crossing), or slang (bloke, 

bob) origin.  

 

4.3.1 The origins of Modiano’s “American” words 

When I proceeded to examine the etymology of the lexical items that Modiano has listed as of 

American origin, I found that 11 of twenty four are based on words that have French origin 

(truck, sedan, trunk, round-trip ticket, transfer ticket, eraser, dessert, candy, solicitor, 

airplane, drug store), 8 out of twenty four are based on words that have Old English origin 

(fellow, shilling, hood, swimming suit, highway, slaughterhouse, chip and fall), 3 out of 

twenty four are based on words that have Dutch origin (gasoline, cookie, Santa Claus) and 

that 2 out of twenty four are based on words that have Latin origin (movie theatre, crosswalk). 

I could thus note that only a relatively small number of the lexical item that are denoted as 

“American” by Modiano were originally coined from an English source. I also decided to 

ignore the problems of disambiguation that concern some of the lexical items for this section 

of the investigation in order to ascertain the actual etymology of all the twenty four sets of 

lexical items. 

   I then investigated the frequencies of Modiano’s lexical items in the BNC and ukWaC 

corpora according to their etymology. Since the largest group is composed by lexical items of 

French etymology it seems obvious to start with these lexical items. When examining the 

frequency of these lexical items I found that 5 of them (sedan, round-trip ticket, transfer 

ticket, eraser, drug store) occur very rarely in the two corpora compared to their British 
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counterparts (see Appendix B for exact corpus frequency), too such an extent that they hardly 

can be said to have been imported into the British variety of English. The remaining 6 lexical 

items labelled as American from French sources (truck, trunk, dessert, candy, solicitor and 

airplane), do however appear in both corpora with much higher frequency, all of which 

problematises the claim that such items are exclusively “American”. 

   When I examined the frequency of the lexical items which originate from Old English 

sources (fellow, shilling, hood, swimming suit, highway, and slaughterhouse, chip and fall), I 

found that a clear majority occur very often in the two British corpora. In fact all the above 

lexical items, except swimming suit, are very much more frequent than their “British” 

counterparts in the two British corpora (see Appendix B for exact corpus frequency). Again, it 

appears highly questionable that such items can be labelled exclusively American. 

   After I then examined the frequency of the lexical items labelled as American by Modiano, 

which were coined from a Dutch source (gasoline, cookie, and Santa Claus), I found that only 

cookie appears frequently in ukWac (not BNC) which was launched several years after the 

BNC. The explanation for this is that the ukWaC findings are referring to a computer program 

component and not to an American sweet cake. This computer component did not exist when 

the BNC was launched, but has become very common since, due to the Internet boom. So 

there is no real corpus evidence that this lexical item is being borrowed into the British variant 

of English.  

   When examining the frequency of the lexical items labelled as American by Modiano, 

which were coined from a Latin source (movie theatre, crosswalk), I found that both lexical 

items only appears very rarely in the corpora. Both lexical items remain extremely infrequent 

in the ukWaC corpus. 

   It is noteworthy that the lexical items in Modiano’s list from Old English sources have 

currency in contemporary British English with noticeably higher rates of frequency than 

similar items from other linguistic sources.  
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Figure 1: Percentages of “Modiano words” in frequent use in British English by source 

language 

 

The chart above illustrates to which extent the lexical items Modiano labelled as “American” 

was found in the two British corpora. 83 % of Modiano’s lexical items that where coined from 

an Old English Source where found to exist in great frequency (more than 50 percent) in the 

two corpora even if only 6 out of the twenty four lexical items where coined from an Old 

English source. Only 54 percent of the lexical items of French origin appear to be used 

frequently (more than 50 percent) in the British English corpora, even if they constitute the 

largest group of Modiano’s lexical items (half of all the words Modiano labels as American 

have French etymology).   

   The lexical items that were coined from Dutch or Latin sources appear less in the two 

corpora than the Lexical items that were coined from French and much less that those coined 

from an Old English source. The corpus evidence might then suggest that lexical items that 

were coined from Old English sources tend to be employed in British English to a greater 

extent than lexical items from other sources. Nevertheless, this notion becomes very 

problematic since it is highly questionable if the lexical item Modiano labels as American 

actually could accurately be described as American. 

 

4.3.2 The word formations of the “Americanisms”  

Bauer finds it useful to examine the type of word formation of words that were coined from 

English sources when their etymological sources have been investigated. By proceeding to 

investigate the word formation of the 8 lexical items that were coined from Old English 

sources I found that 3 out of 8 are compounds. There are a few problems with this 

classification as the lexical item fellow is indeed formed from the Old Norse compound 
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felage, but can only doubtfully be described as a compound after it entered

language. Highway is formed from 

English, but was often written as two words in the 15

Slaughterhouse could be formed from the Old Norse 

possibly Norwegian dialectal noun 

English stem slah from which the verb slay comes from, plus house. 

   These compounds consist of a head, i.e. the categorical part that contains the basic meaning 

of the whole compound, and modifiers, which restrict this meaning. For example, the lexical 

item slaughterhouse, where house

house intended for a slaughter of animals. The lexical item 

compound (swimming suit is constituted from the head 

refers to a suit intended for use when swimming).

   The remaining four lexical items that were coined from Old English sources can both be 

described as single stem lexemes. 

Old English word is referred by the OED to the root 

The OED also states shilling could be assigned to the root 

way, Shilling is formed from 

the Old English word hód which is in turn formed fr

point out that hód is in ablaut relation with 

formed from the Old English verb 

manner.  Fall comes from the Old 

One inference from this part of my investigation is that American lexical items that were 

coined form Old English sources and that are compounds appear in British corpora with a 

higher frequency than lexical items that were coined from other sources and formed with 

other constructions.  

 
4.4. Summary of Section 4 

It becomes apparent that both “dictionary dating” and corpus investigation can be very useful 

when attempting to verify if a lexical item have been borrowed into one variety of English 

from another. Dictionary dating has showed that it is often problematic

lexeme as either “British” or “American”, since many lexemes exist in both varieties. By 

contrast, it becomes apparent that it is very useful to investigate the frequency of a lexical 

item in corpora when attempting to verify how co

variety. A very useful aspect of investigating the frequency of a group of lexemes in corpora 

, but can only doubtfully be described as a compound after it entered

is formed from high and way and became a true compound in Old 

English, but was often written as two words in the 15-17th century according to the OED. 

could be formed from the Old Norse slahtr which refers to b

possibly Norwegian dialectal noun slaater which refers to cattle for killing), or from the Old 

from which the verb slay comes from, plus house.  

These compounds consist of a head, i.e. the categorical part that contains the basic meaning 

of the whole compound, and modifiers, which restrict this meaning. For example, the lexical 

house is the head and slaughter is the modifier, is understood as a 

house intended for a slaughter of animals. The lexical item swimming suit

is constituted from the head suit and the modifier 

refers to a suit intended for use when swimming). 

The remaining four lexical items that were coined from Old English sources can both be 

described as single stem lexemes. Shilling comes from the Old English word 

Old English word is referred by the OED to the root skell- which means to reso

could be assigned to the root skel- which means to divide. Either 

way, Shilling is formed from skell- or skel- plus the derivational –ing. Hood

which is in turn formed from the Old Teutonic hôdo

is in ablaut relation with hattus/hadnús which in turn refers to hat. 

formed from the Old English verb cippian which refers to chip something in a delicate 

comes from the Old English fi ll , fyll or perhaps feallan which means to fall. 

One inference from this part of my investigation is that American lexical items that were 

coined form Old English sources and that are compounds appear in British corpora with a 

han lexical items that were coined from other sources and formed with 

It becomes apparent that both “dictionary dating” and corpus investigation can be very useful 

when attempting to verify if a lexical item have been borrowed into one variety of English 

from another. Dictionary dating has showed that it is often problematic to classify an English 

lexeme as either “British” or “American”, since many lexemes exist in both varieties. By 

contrast, it becomes apparent that it is very useful to investigate the frequency of a lexical 

item in corpora when attempting to verify how commonly the lexeme in question is used in a 

variety. A very useful aspect of investigating the frequency of a group of lexemes in corpora 
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, but can only doubtfully be described as a compound after it entered the English 

and became a true compound in Old 

century according to the OED. 

which refers to butcher-meat, (or 

which refers to cattle for killing), or from the Old 

These compounds consist of a head, i.e. the categorical part that contains the basic meaning 

of the whole compound, and modifiers, which restrict this meaning. For example, the lexical 

difier, is understood as a 

swimming suit is a two-word 

and the modifier swimming, and 

The remaining four lexical items that were coined from Old English sources can both be 

comes from the Old English word scilling.  The 

which means to resound, or to ring. 

which means to divide. Either 

Hood is formed from 

hôdo. The OED also 

which in turn refers to hat. Chip was 

which refers to chip something in a delicate 

which means to fall. 

One inference from this part of my investigation is that American lexical items that were 

coined form Old English sources and that are compounds appear in British corpora with a 

han lexical items that were coined from other sources and formed with 

It becomes apparent that both “dictionary dating” and corpus investigation can be very useful 

when attempting to verify if a lexical item have been borrowed into one variety of English 

to classify an English 

lexeme as either “British” or “American”, since many lexemes exist in both varieties. By 

contrast, it becomes apparent that it is very useful to investigate the frequency of a lexical 

mmonly the lexeme in question is used in a 

variety. A very useful aspect of investigating the frequency of a group of lexemes in corpora 
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is that one can attempt to see if there are any common lexemes with the highest frequencies. 

As shown in the previous sections, factors such as linguistic origin and formation of the 

lexemes can be construed as important.  

 

5. Data presentation and analysis for research issue (ii) 

In the previous section of this Magister Degree Project I have investigated to which extent 

Modiano’s classification of lexical items as either “British” or “American” is supported by 

evidence from various corpora of English. The result of this investigation could indicate that 

the interaction of lexical item in different varieties of English is far more nuanced and 

complex than Modiano’s view of the subject. The findings also indicate that it is problematic 

to describe the frequencies of different lexical items in term of “borrowing” from one variety 

to another. It is perhaps more fruitful to examine how these lexical items are distributed in 

American and British English. The second research issue should therefore focus on how 

corpora can investigate patterns of lexical distribution in the American and British English. 

This will be done by comparing the findings from the British corpora of English with the 

findings from an American Corpus of English.  

 

5.1 American lexical items in British corpora - reprise 

When returning to Appendix B where the findings of the frequencies of American lexical 

items in British corpora are displayed, one finds that the British lexical items are of a much 

higher frequency than their American counterparts. It again becomes necessary to exclude the 

following eight lexical sets: set 5 bob versus shilling, set 7 saloon versus sedan, set 8 bonnet 

versus hood, set 9 boot versus trunk, set 13 rubber versus eraser, set 20 chemist versus drug 

store, set 23 crisps versus chips and set 24 autumn versus fall. 

   In a majority of the lexical sets that can actually be investigated for frequency, the British 

version of the lexical item is much more frequent than its American counterpart. In ten out of 

the sixteen lexical sets that I actually could investigate in the corpus for frequency the 

“British” version is clearly more frequent than its “American” counterpart: zebra crossing is 

more frequent than crosswalk, petrol is more frequent than gasoline, return ticket is more 

frequent than round trip ticket, through ticket is more frequent than transfer ticket, pudding is 

more frequent than dessert, sweets is more frequent than candy, aeroplane is more frequent 

than airplane, bathing suit is more frequent than swimming suit, Father Christmas is more 

frequent than Santa Claus and cinema is more frequent than movie theatre. By examining the 

distribution of these lexemes I could define the lexical items labelled as “British” as being 
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more frequent in the British variety of English and therefore more British than not. It is 

possible to infer that these fourteen lexical items traditionally labelled as “British”, due to 

their high frequency in the British corpora, can be defined as British.  

   A small group, three out of the sixteen lexical sets are of mixed distribution (lorry versus 

truck, solicitor versus lawyer and biscuit versus cookie). This could be seen to indicate that 

British variants (lorry, solicitor and biscuit) appear with a higher frequency than their 

American counterparts in the earlier BNC, but appear with a lower frequency than their 

American counterparts in the more recent ukWaC. This distribution could indicate that a 

change in the use of these lexical items is taking place in Britain since the frequencies of use 

are changing.   

   Finally, in three out of the sixteen lexical sets that can be investigated for corpus frequency 

the “American” version is found to be more frequent in the British corpora than its “British” 

counterpart: (slaughterhouse is more frequent than abattoir, fellow is more frequent than 

bloke and highway is more frequent than dual carriageway). This distribution can possibly be 

seen to indicate that the “American” lexical items have been imported to British English, but 

since these lexical item offered as “British” by Modiano often differs in meaning (fellow has a 

much broader meaning than bloke), and use (slaughterhouse and highway are much less 

arcane than abattoir and dual carriageway), this seem improbable since the lexical pairs in 

question seems ill-matched. Another important aspect concerning slaughterhouse, fellow, and 

highway, is that they appeared much earlier in English (in some cases several centuries) than 

abattoir, bloke, and dual carriageway. The over-all impression of “Americanisms” is that 

their distribution in the British corpora could indicate that they may be gaining currency in the 

British variety of English but to a limited extent only, since the British variants of the lexical 

item are distributed in the corpora with much greater frequencies. 

 

5.2 Distribution of British lexical items in US corpus 

In order to explore how the twenty four sets of lexical items offered by Modiano as typical 

examples of British and American lexical items are distributed in an American corpus, I 

consulted the TIME Corpus of American English (abbreviated as TCAE). It again became 

necessary to exclude the following six lexical sets due to disambiguation: set 5 bob versus 

shilling, set 7 saloon versus sedan, set 8 bonnet versus hood, set 9 boot versus trunk, set 13 

rubber versus eraser and set 20 chemist versus drug store. The distribution of the remaining 

sixteen sets of lexical items in the American corpus did not correspond to Modiano’s 

classification.  
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   Seven lexical items labelled as “Americanisms” by Modiano could be verified as genuinely 

appearing with higher frequency than their “British” counterparts. Truck, fellow, gasoline, 

highway, lawyer, airplane and Santa Claus all had a 95 % frequency compared to lorry, 

bloke, petrol, dual carriageway, solicitor, aeroplane and Father Christmas, which all 

consequently appeared only rarely in the American corpus. Some findings, such as bloke and 

petrol, also refer to quotes from British sources in American newspapers. Even if these 

findings do not refer to foreign quotes exclusively they still make an evaluation of the corpus 

findings difficult since it is hard to ascertain if this could be construed as a borrowing or just a 

quote. Therefore one can infer that Modiano’s labelling of these seven lexical items as 

“Americanisms” is corresponding to how they are distributed in the corpus.  

   The distribution of the two following lexical sets; sweets versus candy, abattoir versus 

slaughterhouse, roughly correspond to Modiano’s labelling but to a lesser extent, than the 

previous seven sets, since the British lexemes still appear with a rather significant  percentage 

in the American corpus (between 10 to 17 percent). The lexical set zebra crossing versus 

crosswalk becomes problematic to evaluate since both lexical items appear so very rarely in 

the TCAE (zebra crossing appears once, and crosswalk appears twice). But the findings of 

how these three lexical sets are distributed in the corpora could indicate that they correspond, 

more or less, to Modiano’s labels as either American or British, but not to the same extent as 

the seven previous lexical sets. 

   The following two lexical sets; pudding versus dessert and biscuit versus cookie, are 

difficult to label as “Americanisms” since each of these lexemes are distributed rather evenly 

in the TCAE. For instance, biscuit is found to have a 49 percent frequency compared to 

cookie’s 51 percent, which leads to the inference that there is no real difference in how these 

two lexical items are distributed. By contrast, the lexical item pudding, which Modiano 

labelled as British, is actually appearing with a higher frequency (51 percent) than its 

“American” counterpart dessert (which appears with a 49 percent frequency) in the TCAE. 

The way these lexical sets are distributed in the TCAE could be an indication that the lexical 

items labelled as “Americanisms” by Modiano in fact are interchangeable with their “British” 

counterparts in the American variety of English, which would in turn render them unsuitable 

for the label “American isms”.   

   The last four lexical items; return ticket versus round trip ticket, through ticket versus 

transfer ticket, bathing suit versus swimming suit, and cinema versus movie theatre, are found 

to be distributed opposite to the way Modiano has suggested. The British lexemes are found 

to be of an overwhelming majority compared to their American counterparts in the TCAE. 
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For instance, the British lexical item bathing suit is found to have a 97 percent frequency in 

the TCAE, compared to only 3 percent for its American counterpart, swimming suit. The 

British lexical item through ticket appears in the TCAE, although it is extremely rare, which 

can be contrasted with its supposed “American” counterpart transfer ticket which is entirely 

absent in the TCAE. One problem that does arise concerning cinema is that this lexical item is 

sometimes referring to the building and sometimes to an activity of cultural event. It is not 

clear to which extent cinema is referring to these different concepts but the findings should 

nevertheless be approached with some caution.  

   The above findings lead to the inference that only slightly less than half (seven out of 

sixteen) of the lexical items offered by Modiano as “Americanisms, can actually be verified as 

such by their distribution in the corpus. Another two lexical items can also be accurately 

labelled as “Americanisms” by the way they are distributed in the corpora, but to a lesser 

degree of certainty. This could be seen to indicate that roughly half of the sixteen lexical sets 

can be more or less accurately labelled as “Americanisms”. Two of the lexical sets can be said 

to be found of equal distribution in the American corpus and the remaining four lexical items 

cannot be verified as “Americanisms” by investigation how they are distributed in the 

American corpus, rather the opposite, which here would mean that they would perhaps best be 

labelled as “Briticisms”. This distribution could indicate that almost half (six out of sixteen) 

of Modiano’s lexical sets does not fit their label as “Americanisms”.  The way these lexical 

items are distributed in the American corpus can also be seen to indicate that (at least a 

significant group of) the lexical sets offered by Modiano are unsuitable as examples of 

“Americanisms” or “Briticisms”.   

 

5.3 Summary of Section 5 

After examining the frequencies of a group of lexical sets offered by Modiano in an American 

Corpus of English, it became apparent that the interaction of British and American lexical 

items is much more complex than Modiano suggests. Since some of the lexical items 

Modiano labelled as “British” can be found in significant frequencies in an American corpus, 

it can be problematic to define them as solely British, as they are also found to be in frequent 

use in America.  

 

6. Commentary/ conclusion  

The first research issue of this Magister Degree project has been to examine and investigate to 

what extent Modiano’s classification of lexical items as either “British” or “American” is 
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supported by corpus evidence, the second research issue has been to investigate what ways 

corpora can be used to investigate patterns of lexical distribution and/or borrowing from one 

variety of English to another.  

   With reference to the first research issue, the evidence from this project is that, in many 

cases, Modiano’s classification of lexical items as either “British” or “American” is simplistic 

on a number of levels and ignores several important factors. First, one obvious  problem is 

that Modiano is ignoring the origins and etymologies of the lexical items that he labels as 

either “British” or “American”, and, second, that he does not take differences of meaning 

sufficiently into account when devising such sets of items. Another problem is that the corpus 

findings only provide partial support for Modiano’s classifications, and that some corpus 

seriously undermines his claims. For example, one surprising corpus finding that defied 

Modiano’s classification was that the lexical item bathing suit - which Modiano correctly 

labelled as of British origin - was more frequent than its American counterpart of swimming 

suit in the TIME corpus of American English. It should be mentioned, though, that Modiano’s 

purpose is not to investigate differences in American and British lexis, but his aim is to 

discuss the use of Mid-Atlantic English in Europe, and to some extent, the spread of 

Americanisms in Sweden. 

   The second research issue concerning the ways in which corpora can be used to investigate 

patterns of lexical distribution or borrowing from one variety of English to another can be said 

to have been fruitfully explored, as indicated in the results I have presented above. But this 

question also revealed itself to be far more complicated and complex than it appeared at the 

initial glance. For example, corpus research reveals that a number of the items that Modiano 

stereotyped as typically “American” are also used with relatively high frequency in 

contemporary British English, e.g. truck, slaughterhouse, fellow, candy, etc.  However, this is 

not to ignore the fact that corpus research also indicates that categorical (or near-categorical) 

differences do tend to exist with reference to a number of items, including crosswalk vs. zebra 

crossing, gasoline vs. petrol, etc.  

   Nevertheless, there is strong evidence from my research that corpus research alone is 

insufficient to investigate lexical differences between British and American English. Not only 

are there the considerable problems of disambiguation as well as differences in meaning in the 

case of a number of items, but there is also the issue of the historical origins of particular 

words or phrases. Indeed, any serious account of the differences between American versus 

British vocabulary must take the historical dimension of language contact in consideration. As 

I hope I have shown above, this can be done by using dictionary dating to verify where each 
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lexical item first appeared before actually conducting the corpus investigation, thus ensuring 

that the labelling of lexical items corresponds to the historical evidence. I would therefore 

conclude that although corpus research has much to offer, it may be most usefully employed 

when combined with dictionary dating as well as an educated awareness of the importance of 

the historical dimension in this context. 
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Appendix A: Dictionary dating 
 
 
In order to establish when (and where) each lexical item first came into use, the date and 

location has been checked in the Oxford English Dictionary. This dictionary lists the 

etymology, semantic meaning and shows a reference to the date and location where each 

lexical item has been found in a written source. So by employing this dictionary I will 

establish where each specific lexical item first appears, and then label it as geographically 

originating from where the first recorded occurrence of the lexical item in question is found. 

The findings are presented in the following table. 

 
Name      Modiano’s label Date of 1st source Location of 1st source 
Lorry    BrE   1838    Britain 
Truck   AmE   1611    Britain 
Abattoir    BrE   1820    Britain 
Slaughterhouse  AmE   1374    Britain 
Zebra Crossing   BrE   1949    Britain 
Crosswalk   AmE   1744    Britain 
Bloke   BrE   1851    Britain 
Fellow   AmE   1016    Britain 
Bob     BrE   1789    Britain 
Shilling   BrE   1895    Britain 
Gasoline    AmE   1865    US 
Saloon    BrE   1908    Britain 
Sedan   AmE   1912    US 
Bonnet    BrE   1375/1862   Britain/Britain 
Hood    AmE   700/1866   Britain/US 
Boot     BrE   1325/1933    Britain/ Britain  
Trunk   AmE   1490/1929   Britain/US  
Dual Carriageway  BrE   1933    Britain 
Highway   AmE   859    Britain 
Return Ticket   BrE   1847    Britain 
Round-trip Ticket AmE   1860    US 
Through Ticket   BrE   1845    US 
Transfer Ticket  AmE   -    US 
Rubber    BrE   1788    Britain  
Eraser   AmE   -    US 
Pudding    BrE   1934    Britain 
Dessert   AmE   1600    Britain 
Sweets    BrE   1832    Britain 
Candy   AmE   1870    US 
Lawyer    BrE   1577    Britain 
Solicitor   AmE   1377    Britain 
Aeroplane    BrE   1868    Britain 
Airplane   AmE   1868    US 
Bathing Suit   BrE   1830    Britain 
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Swimming Suit  AmE   1926    US 
Biscuit    BrE   1330    Britain 
Cookie   AmE   1730    US/Scotland 
Chemist    BrE   1745    Britain 
Drug Store    AmE   1810    US 
Father Christmas  BrE   1658    Britain 
Santa Claus  AmE   1773    US 
Cinema    BrE   1899    Britain  
Movie Theatre   AmE   1913    US 
Crisps    BrE   1390    Britain 
Chips    AmE   1769    Britain 
Autumn   BrE   1374    Britain 
Fall    AmE   1545    Britain 
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Appendix B: British distribution 
 
For the data on the lexical items I have used two corpora: The British National Corpus that 

contains roughly 100 million words, and The United Kingdom Web Archiving Consortium 

that contains slightly more than 2 billion words. For both these corpora, results will be 

reported per million words, (pmw) following the model provided by Tottie (2002b). 

   The disambiguation of eight lexical sets (Set 5. Bob versus Shilling, Set 7. Saloon 

versus Sedan, Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood, Set 9. Boot versus Trunk, Set 13. Rubber versus 

Eraser, Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store, Set 23. Crisps versus Chips and Set 24. Autumn 

versus Fall) rendered them unsuitable for frequency comparison and is therefore excluded 

from the frequency enquiry. The findings of their frequency in the corpora are nevertheless 

presented in the end of this appendix.  

 

Set 1. Lorry versus Truck 
  BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Lorry (BrE)  1984 53 % 17.87 12323   37 % 7.6295 
Truck (AmE)  1762   47 % 15.87 20568   63 % 13.502 
Total 3746   32891   

 
 
Set 2. Abattoir versus Slaughterhouse 

  BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Abattoir (BrE)  91 44 % 0.81 2230 40 % 1.461 
Slaughter house(AmE)  114 56 % 1.02 3322 60 % 2.176 
Total 205   5552   
 
 

Set 3. Zebra Crossing versus Crosswalk 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Zebra crossing (BrE)  43 98 % 0.38 471 86 % 0.308 
Crosswalk (AmE)  1 2 % 0.01 75 14 % 0.049 
Total 44   546   
 
 

Set 4. Bloke versus Fellow 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Bloke (BrE)  1507 23 % 13.57 9441 13 % 6.18 
Fellow (AmE)  4995 77 % 45 63238 87 % 41.44 
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Total  6502   72679   
 
Set 6. Petrol versus Gasoline 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Petrol (BrE)  2293 97 % 20.65 19922 89 % 12.5175 
Gasoline (AmE)  66 3 % 0.59 2362 11 % 1.4425 
Total  2359   22284   
 

 
Set 10. Dual Carriageway versus Highway 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Dual carriageway (BrE)  157 10 % 1.41 3214 13 % 2.11 
Highway (AmE)  1390 90 % 12.52 20643 87 % 13.53 
Total  1547   23857   
 
 

Set 11. Return Ticket versus Round trip Ticket 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Return ticket (BrE)  41 98 % 0.36 758 98 % 0.49 
Round trip ticket(AmE)  1 2 % 0.009 14 2 % 0.009 
Total  42   772   

 
Set 12. Through Ticket versus Transfer Ticket 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Through ticket (BrE)  4 40 % 0.04 252 98 % 0.16 
Transfer ticket (AmE) 6 60 % 0.05 5 2 % 0.003 
Total  10   257   
 
 

Set 14. Pudding versus Dessert 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Pudding (BrE)  1062 70 % 9.56 7345 55 % 4.81 
Dessert (AmE)  439 30 % 3.95 5969 45 % 3.91 
Total  1501   13314   
 
 

Set 15. Sweets versus Candy 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Sweets(BrE)  691 65 % 6.22 5574 64 % 3.65 
Candy (AmE)  374 35 % 3.36 3039 36 % 1.99 
Total  1065   8613   
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Set 16. Solicitor versus Lawyer 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Solicitor (BrE) 5699 56 % 51.34 43169 49 % 28.29 
Lawyer (AmE) 4493 44 % 40.47 43708 51 % 28.64 
Total  10192   86877   

 
 
Set 17. Aeroplane versus Airplane 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Aeroplane (BrE)  759 89 % 6.83 4974 59 % 3.25 
Airplane (AmE)  95 11 % 0.85 3396 41 % 2.23 
Total  854   8370   
 
 

Set 18. Bathing Suit versus Swimming Suit 
 BNC (111 244 375  wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Bathing Suit (BrE)  18 81 % 0.16 167 69 % 0.11 
Swimming Suit (AmE)  4 19 % 0.04 72 31 % 0.05 
Total  22   239   

 
 
Set 19. Biscuit versus Cookie 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Biscuit (BrE)  1567 92 % 14.11 10642 41 % 6.97 
Cookie (AmE) 145 8 % 1.30 14817 59 % 9.71 
Total  1712   25459   
 

 
Set 21. Father Christmas versus Santa Claus 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Father Christmas (BrE)  151 64 % 1.36 1752 54 % 1.15 
Santa Claus (AmE) 83 36 % 0.75 1445 46 % 0.95 
Total  234   3197   
 
 

Set 22. Cinema versus Movie Theatre 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Cinema (BrE)  2156 99 % 19.42 40226 99 % 26.36 
Movie Theatre (AmE) 8 1 % 0.07 302 1 % 0.20 
Total  2164   40528   
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Excluded sets 

 
Set 5. Bob versus Shilling  

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Bob (BrE)  821 45 % 7.39 5094 40 % 3.34 
Shilling (AmE)  997 55 % 8.98 7747 60 % 5.08 
Total  1818   12841   

 
 

Set 7. Saloon versus Sedan 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Saloon(BrE)  667 95 % 6.009 5808 88 % 3.80 
Sedan (AmE)  38 5 % 0.34 726 12 % 0.47 
Total  705   6534   

 
 
Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Bonnet (BrE)  457 42 % 4.12 4036 37 % 2.64 
Hood (AmE)  621 58 % 5.59 6987 63 % 4.57 
Total  1078   11023   

 
 
Set 9. Boot versus Trunk 

 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
n % Pmw n % Pmw 

Boot (BrE)  4127 79 % 37.18 38739 78 % 25.39 
Trunk (AmE)  1123 11 % 10.11 11105 22 % 7.28 
Total  5250   49844   
 
 

Set 13. Rubber versus Eraser 
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Rubber (BrE)  1620 98 % 14.59 15179 96 % 9.95 
Eraser (AmE)  33 2 % 0.29 562 4 % 0.36 
Total  1653   15741   
 
 

Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store  
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 
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n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Chemist (BrE)  1223 99 % 11.01 8328 97 % 5.46 
Drug store (AmE)  14 1 % 0.13 204 3 % 0.13 
Total  1237   8532   
 
 

Set 23. Crisps versus Chips  
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Crisps (BrE)  343 17 % 3.09 3178 14 % 2.08 
Chips (AmE)  1695 83 % 15.27 20049 86 % 13.14 
Total  2038   23227   
 
 

Set 24. Autumn versus Fall  
 BNC (111 244 375 wds) ukWaC (1 526 599 198 wds) 

n % Pmw n % Pmw 
Autumn (BrE)  3868 43 % 34.85 35223 39 % 23.08 
Fall (AmE)  4958 57 % 44.66 54020 61 % 35.39 
Total  8826   89243   
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Appendix C: US distribution 
 
In order to gather data on the frequency of the lexical items in the US, I have investigated the 

TIME Corpus of American English (abbreviated as TCAE), that contain roughly 100 million 

words. The result of this investigation will be reported per million words, (pmw) following 

the model provided by Tottie (2002). 

   The disambiguation of eight lexical sets (Set 5. Bob versus Shilling, Set 7. Saloon versus 

Sedan, Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood, Set 9. Boot versus Trunk, Set 13. Rubber versus Eraser, 

Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store, Set 23. Crisps versus Chips and Set 24. Autumn versus 

Fall) rendered them unsuitable for frequency comparison and is therefore excluded from the 

frequency enquiry. The findings of their frequency in the corpora are nevertheless presented 

in the end of this appendix. 

 

 Set 1. Lorry versus Truck 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Lorry (BrE)  48 0.09 % 0.48 
Truck (AmE)  5002 99.1 % 50.02 
Total 5050   

 
 
Set 2. Abattoir versus Slaughterhouse 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Abattoir (BrE) 26 15 % 0.26 
Slaughterhouse (AmE) 147 85 % 1.47 
Total 173   

 
 
Set 3. Zebra Crossing versus Crosswalk 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Zebra Crossing (BrE) 1 33 % 0.01 
Crosswalk (AmE) 2 67 % 0.02 
Total 3   

 
 
Set 4. Bloke versus Fellow 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Bloke (BrE) 53 0.05 % 0.53 
Fellow (AmE) 11862 99.5 % 118.62 
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Total 11915   
 
 
Set 6. Petrol versus Gasoline 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Petrol (BrE) 88 2  % 0.88 
Gasoline (AmE) 3946 98 % 39.46 
Total 4034   

 
 
Set 10. Dual Carriageway versus Highway 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Dual Carriageway (BrE) - 0 % - 
Highway (AmE) 3602 100 % 36.02 
Total 3602   

 
 
Set 11. Return Ticket versus Round trip Ticket 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Return Ticket (BrE) 14 93 % 0.14 
Round trip Ticket (AmE) 1 7 % 0.01 
Total 15   

 
Set 12. Through Ticket versus Transfer Ticket 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Through Ticket (BrE) 1 100 % 0.01 
Transfer Ticket (AmE) - 0 % - 
Total 1   

 
 
Set 14. Pudding versus Dessert 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Pudding (BrE) 334 52 % 3.34 
Dessert (AmE) 308 48 % 3.08 
Total 642   

 
 
Set 15. Sweets versus Candy 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Sweets (BrE) 190 9.9 % 1.90 
Candy (AmE) 1762 90. 1 % 17.62 
Total 1952   
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Set 16. Solicitor versus Lawyer 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Solicitor (BrE) 532 0.05 % 5.32 
Lawyer (AmE) 11552 99.5 % 115.52 
Total 12084   

 
 
Set 17. Aeroplane versus Airplane 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Aeroplane (BrE) 129 3 % 1.29 
Airplane (AmE) 3813 97 % 38.13 
Total 3942   

 
 
Set 18. Bathing Suit versus Swimming Suit 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Bathing Suit (BrE) 239 97 % 2.39 
Swimming Suit (AmE) 7 3 % 0.07 
Total 246   

 
 
Set 19. Biscuit versus Cookie 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Biscuit (BrE) 267 49 % 2.67 
Cookie (AmE) 270 51 % 2.70 
Total 527   

 
 
 
Set 21. Father Christmas versus Santa Claus 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Father Christmas (BrE) 9 2 % 0.09 
Santa Claus (AmE) 558 98 % 5.58 
Total 567   

 
 
Set 22. Cinema versus Movie Theatre 

 TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Cinema (BrE) 5271 96 % 52.71 
Movie Theatre (er) (AmE) 227 4 % 2.27 
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Total 5498   
 

 
 
Excluded Sets 
 

Set 5. Bob versus Shilling  
  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 

n % Pmw 
Bob (BrE) 7924 97 % 79.24 
Shilling (AmE) 187 3 % 1.87 
Total 8111   

 
 
Set 7. Saloon versus Sedan  

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Saloon (BrE) 698 47 % 6.98 
Sedan (AmE) 789 53 % 7.89 
Total 1487   

 
 
Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Bonnet (BrE) 316 17 % 3.16 
Hood (AmE) 1497 83 % 14.97 
Total 1813   

 
 
Set 9. Boot versus Trunk 

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Boot (BrE) 937 48 % 9.37 
Trunk (AmE) 1010 52 % 10.10 
Total 1947   

 
 
Set 13. Rubber versus Eraser 

 
  

TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 

Rubber (BrE) 5561 98 % 55.61 
Eraser (AmE) 103 2 % 1.03 
Total 5664   

 
Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store  

  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 
n % Pmw 
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Chemist  (BrE) 1108 93 % 11.08 
Drug Store (AmE) 78 7 % 0.78 
Total 1186   

 
 

Set 23. Crisps versus Chips 
  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 

n % Pmw 
Crisps (BrE)  4 0.02 % 0.4 
Chips (AmE)  1488 99.8 % 14.88 
Total 1492   

 
 

Set 24. Autumn versus Fall  
  TCAE (100 000 000 words) 

n % Pmw 
Autumn (BrE)  2646 12 % 24.46 
Fall (AmE)  18547 88 % 185.47 
Total 21193   
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Appendix D: Dictionary research 
 
In order to identify and compare the differences in meaning of the lexical items in the British 

and American varieties of English, each lexeme has been investigated in a national specific 

dictionary and compiled into the tables below. The Oxford English Dictionary was used to 

investigate the British meaning, and the American Heritage Dictionary of the English 

Language for the American meaning. 

 

Set 1. Lorry versus Truck in the Oxford English Dictionary 
  Lorry  Truck 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A long flat wagon without sides 

running on four low wheels. Also, a 
truck or wagon used on railways or 
tramways. 

A wheeled vehicle for carrying heavy 
weights; variously applied.  

Set 1. Lorry versus Truck in the American Heritage Dictionary  
  Lorry  Truck 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   A motor truck. Any of various heavy motor vehicles 

designed for carrying or pulling loads. 
 
 
Set 2. Abattoir versus Slaughterhouse in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Abattoir Slaughterhouse 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A slaughter house for cattle. A house or place where animals are 

killed for food.  
Set 2. Abattoir versus Slaughterhouse in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Abattoir Slaughterhouse 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A slaughterhouse. A place where animals are butchered. 

 
 
Set 3. Zebra Crossing versus Crosswalk in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Zebra Crossing Crosswalk 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A pedestrian crossing marked by broad 

black and white stripes on the road and 
Belisha beacons on the kerb. 

A path or walk that crosses another, 
esp. in a garden.  

Set 3. Zebra Crossing versus Crosswalk in the American Heritage Dictionary  



 

  Zebra Crossing

Listed as  Chiefly British
Meaning   A pedestrian crosswalk.

 

 

Set 4. Bloke versus Fellow in the Oxford English Dictionary
  Bloke

Listed as  Slang
Meaning   Man, fellow.

Set 4. Bloke versus Fellow in the American Heritage Dictionary 
  Bloke

Listed as  Chiefly British Slang
Meaning   A fellow; a man.

 
 
 
Set 4. Set 5. Bob versus Shilling in the Oxford English Dictionary

  

Listed as  Slang 
Meaning   A shilling.

Set 5. Bob versus Shilling in the American Heritage Dictionary 
  

Listed as  Chiefly British
Meaning   A shilling.

 
 
 
 
 

Zebra Crossing Crosswalk

Chiefly British - 
A pedestrian crosswalk. A path marked off on a street to 

indicate where pedestrians should cross.

Bloke versus Fellow in the Oxford English Dictionary 
Bloke Fellow

Slang - 
Man, fellow. One who shares with another in a 

possession, official dignity, or in the 
performance of any work; a partner, 
colleague, co-worker. Also, one 
with another in a covenant for common 
ends; an ally. 

Set 4. Bloke versus Fellow in the American Heritage Dictionary  
Bloke Fellow

Chiefly British Slang  
A fellow; a man. 1a. A man or boy. b. 

boyfriend. 2. A comrade or associate. 
3a. A person of equal rank, position, or 
background; a peer. b.
mate. 4. A member of a learned society. 

Set 4. Set 5. Bob versus Shilling in the Oxford English Dictionary 
Bob Shilling

Slang  - 
A shilling. A former English money of account, 

from the Norman Conquest of the value 
of 12d. or  of a pound sterling. 

Set 5. Bob versus Shilling in the American Heritage Dictionary  
Bob Shilling

Chiefly British - 
shilling. A coin used in the United Kingdom, 

worth one twentieth of a pound, 5 new 
pence, or 12 old pence prior to 1971.
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Crosswalk 

 
A path marked off on a street to 
indicate where pedestrians should cross. 

Fellow 

 
One who shares with another in a 
possession, official dignity, or in the 
performance of any work; a partner, 

worker. Also, one united 
with another in a covenant for common 

Fellow 

 
 Informal A 

A comrade or associate. 
A person of equal rank, position, or 

b. One of a pair; a 
A member of a learned society.  

Shilling 

 
A former English money of account, 
from the Norman Conquest of the value 

of a pound sterling.  

Shilling 

 
A coin used in the United Kingdom, 
worth one twentieth of a pound, 5 new 
pence, or 12 old pence prior to 1971. 
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Set 6. Petrol versus Gasoline versus Shilling in the Oxford English Dictionary 
  Petrol Gasoline 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   PETROLEUM n. In early use also oil 

(of) petrol. 
A volatile inflammable liquid, one of 
the first products in the distillation of 
crude petroleum, employed for 
purposes of heating and illumination. 

Set 6. Petrol versus Gasoline in the American Heritage Dictionary  
  Petrol Gasoline 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   Gasoline. A volatile mixture of flammable liquid 

hydrocarbons derived chiefly from 
crude petroleum and used principally as 
a fuel for internal-combustion engines. 

 
 
 
 

Set 7. Saloon versus Sedan in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Saloon Sedan 

Listed as  - Chiefly N. Amer. (Not used in the U.K.) 
Meaning   A type of motor car with a closed body 

for four or more passengers. 
A closed vehicle to seat one person, 
borne on two poles by two bearers, one 
in front and one behind. In fashionable 
use during the 17th, 18th, and early 
19th cent. 

Set 7. Saloon versus Sedan in the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language 

  Saloon Sedan 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   A sedan automobile. A closed automobile having two or four 

doors and a front and rear seat. 
 

 

 
Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Bonnet Hood 

Listed as  - orig. and chiefly U.S.  
Meaning   A hinged cover over the engine (in 

some makes over the luggage 
compartment) at the front of a motor 
vehicle. 

The bonnet of a motor vehicle. 
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Set 8. Bonnet versus Hood in the American Heritage Dictionary  
  Bonnet Hood 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   The hood of an automobile. The hinged metal lid over the engine of 

a motor vehicle. 
 
 
 

Set 9. Boot versus Trunk in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Boot Trunk 

Listed as  - N. Amer.  
Meaning   Now the ordinary name for the luggage 

compartment usu. at the rear of a motor 
vehicle. 

The luggage compartment of a motor 
vehicle 

Set 9. Boot versus Trunk in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Boot Trunk 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   An automobile trunk. A covered compartment for luggage 

and storage, generally at the rear of an 
automobile. 

 
 
 

Set 10. Dual Carriageway versus Highway in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Dual Carriageway Highway 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A road with separate carriageways, 

divided by a central strip, for up and 
down vehicular traffic. 

A public road open to all passengers, a 
high road; esp. a main or principal road 
forming the direct or ordinary route 
between one town or city and another, 
as distinguished from a local, branch, or 
cross road, leading to smaller places off 
the main road, or connecting two main 
roads.  

Set 10. Dual Carriageway versus Highway in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Dual Carriageway Highway 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   No documents match the query. A main public road, especially one 

connecting towns and cities. 
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Set 11. Return Ticket versus Round trip Ticket in the Oxford English Dictionary 
  Return Ticket Round trip Ticket 

Listed as  - orig. U.S. 
Meaning   A railway (or other) ticket which is 

available for the journey back from, as 
well as to, the place specified upon it. 

A circular tour or trip; an outward and 
return journey. 

Set 11. Return Ticket versus Round trip Ticket in the American Heritage Dictionary  
  Return Ticket Round trip Ticket 

Listed as  Chiefly British  - 
Meaning   A roundtrip ticket. No documents match the query. 

 
 
 

Set 12. Through Ticket versus Transfer Ticket in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Through Ticket Transfer Ticket 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   Rail traffic continuing through to a 

further destination. 
A ticket entitling a passenger to change 
from a conveyance to one on another 
line or route without re-booking or 
further payment; a through ticket. 

Set 12. Through Ticket versus Transfer Ticket in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Through Ticket Transfer Ticket 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   No documents match the query. A ticket entitling a passenger to change 

from one public conveyance to another 
as part of one trip. 

 
 
 
 

Set 13. Rubber versus Eraser in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Rubber Eraser 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A piece or quantity of some soft 

material made into a pad or roll and 
used for rubbing and polishing. 

One who, or that which, erases; any 
instrument used to erase written 
characters, blots, etc. 
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Set 13. Rubber versus Eraser in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Rubber Eraser 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   An eraser. One that erases, especially an 

implement, such as a piece of rubber or 
a pad of felt, used for erasing marks 
made by pencil or chalk. 

 
 
 

Set 14. Pudding versus Dessert in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Pudding Dessert 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A sweet or savoury dish made with 

flour, milk, etc. 
A course of fruit, sweetmeats, etc. 
served after a dinner or supper; ‘the last 
course at an entertainment’ (J.).  

Set 14. Pudding versus Dessert in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Pudding Dessert 

Listed as  -  
Meaning   1a. A sweet dessert, usually containing 

flour or a cereal product, that has been 
boiled, steamed, or baked. b. A mixture 
with a soft, puddinglike consistency. 

A usually sweet course or dish, as of 
fruit, ice cream, or pastry, served at the 
end of a meal. 

 
 
 

Set 15. Sweets versus Candy in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Sweets Candy 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   That which is sweet to the taste; 

something having a sweet taste. 
Crystallized sugar, made by repeated 
boiling and slow evaporation, more 
fully called SUGAR CANDY; also any 
confection made of, or incrusted with 
this. (Including toffee, and the like.) 

Set 15. Sweets versus Candy in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Sweets Candy 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   Foods, such as candy, pastries, 

puddings, or preserves, that are high in 
sugar content. 

A rich sweet confection made with 
sugar and often flavoured or combined 
with fruits or nuts. 

Set 16. Solicitor versus Lawyer in the Oxford English Dictionary 
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  Solicitor Lawyer 

Listed as  -  
Meaning   One properly qualified and formally 

admitted to practise as a law-agent in 
any court; formerly, one practising in a 
court of equity, as distinguished from 
an attorney. 

One versed in the law; a member of the 
legal profession, one whose business it 
is to conduct suits in the courts, or to 
advise clients, in the widest sense 
embracing every branch of the 
profession, though in colloquial use 
often limited to attorneys and solicitors. 

Set 16. Solicitor versus Lawyer in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Solicitor Lawyer 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   One that solicits, especially one that 

seeks trade or contributions. 
One whose profession is to give legal 
advice and assistance to clients and 
represent them in court or in other legal 
matters. 

 
 
 
 

Set 17. Aeroplane versus Airplane in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Aeroplane Airplane 

Listed as  - Chiefly N. Amer. 
Meaning   A flattened structure, originally plane 

but later aerodynamically curved, that 
forms the principal lifting surface of an 
aircraft; esp. a wing. 

A flattened structure, originally plane 
but later aerodynamically curved, that 
forms the principal lifting surface of an 
aircraft; esp. a wing. 

Set 17. Aeroplane versus Airplane in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Aeroplane Airplane 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   Variant of airplane. Any of various winged vehicles capable 

of flight, generally heavier than air and 
driven by jet engines or propellers. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Set 18. Bathing Suit versus Swimming Suit in the Oxford English Dictionary 
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  Bathing Suit Swimming Suit 

Listed as  -  
Meaning   A suit worn when exposing oneself or 

others to the free action of water, etc. 
by immersion or suffusion. 

A suit worn when moving along in the 
water by natural means of progression.  

Set 18. Bathing Suit versus Swimming Suit in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Bathing Suit Swimming Suit 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A swimsuit. No documents match the query. 
 

 

 
Set 19. Biscuit versus Cookie in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Biscuit Cookie 

Listed as  - Chiefly Sc. and N. Amer.  
Meaning   A kind of crisp dry bread more or less 

hard, prepared generally in thin flat 
cakes. 

In U.S. usually a small flat sweet cake 
(a biscuit in U.K.), but locally a name 
for small cakes of various form with or 
without sweetening. 

Set 19. Biscuit versus Cookie in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Biscuit Cookie 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A small cake of shortened bread 

leavened with baking powder or soda. 
A small, usually flat and crisp cake 
made from sweetened dough. 

 
 
 

Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Chemist Drug Store 

Listed as  Brit. orig. U.S. and chiefly N. Amer. 
Meaning   Originally in the genitive. A shop 

where medicinal drugs are dispensed 
and sold; (now esp.) such a shop in 
which toiletries and general health-care 
products may also be purchased.  

A pharmacy or chemist's shop, often 
also dealing extensively or mainly in 
other articles, as toilet requisites, 
stationery, magazines and newspapers, 
light refreshments, etc. 

 

Set 20. Chemist versus Drug Store in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Chemist Drug Store 
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Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   A pharmacist. A store where prescriptions are filled 

and drugs and other articles are sold; a 
pharmacy. 

 

 
Set 21. Father Christmas versus Santa Claus in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Father Christmas Santa Claus 

Listed as  - Orig. U.S. 
Meaning   The personification of Christmas as a 

benevolent old man with a flowing 
white beard, wearing a red sleeved 
gown and hood trimmed with white 
fur, and carrying a sack of Christmas 
presents. 

In nursery language, the name of an 
imaginary personage, who is supposed, 
in the night before Christmas day, to 
bring presents for children, a stocking 
being hung up to receive his gifts. Also, 
a person wearing a red cloak or suit and 
a white beard, to simulate the supposed 
Santa Claus to children, esp. in shops or 
on shopping streets.  

Set 21. Father Christmas versus Santa Claus in the American Heritage Dictionary  
  Father Christmas Santa Claus 

Listed as  Chiefly British - 
Meaning   Santa Claus. The personification of the spirit of 

Christmas, usually represented as a 
jolly fat old man with a white beard and 
a red suit, who brings gifts to good 
children on Christmas Eve. 

 

Set 22. Cinema versus Movie Theatre in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Cinema Movie Theatre 

Listed as  - N. Amer. 
Meaning   A building in which cinematographic 

films are exhibited. 
A cinema. 

Set 22. Cinema versus Movie Theatre in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Cinema Movie Theatre 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   A movie theater. No documents match the query. 

 
 

Set 23 Crisps versus Chips in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Crisps Chips 

Listed as  - chiefly U.S. 
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Meaning   A thin sliver of potato fried until crisp 
and eaten cold. 

A thin irregular slice of a fruit, etc. 
spec. fried pieces of potato, usu. oblong 
in shape; = French fried potatoes, 
French fries 

Set 23 Crisps versus Chips in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Crisps Chips 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   1. Something crisp or easily crumbled: 

The roast was burned to a crisp. 2. A 
dessert of fruit baked with a sweet 
crumbly topping: apple crisp. 

A thin, usually fried slice of food, 
especially a potato chip. Often used in 
the plural. 

 
 
 
 

Set 24. Autumn versus Fall in the Oxford English Dictionary 

  Autumn Fall 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   The third season of the year, or that 

between summer and winter, reckoned 
astronomically from the descending 
equinox to the winter solstice. 

In N. Amer. the ordinary name for 
autumn; in England now rare in literary 
use, though found in some dialects 

Set 24. Autumn versus Fall in the American Heritage Dictionary  

  Autumn Fall 

Listed as  - - 
Meaning   The season of the year between 

summer and winter, lasting from the 
autumnal equinox to the winter solstice 
and from September to December in 
the Northern Hemisphere; fall. 

Autumn. 

 


